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Osaffrey Norman, Articles Editor 

PleSboyWeeeelav 
919 p. Hi4h4ganavo., 
Chicago, Ili. 60611 

Instr./Off, 

Mika for the return of the cony of Whitewash IT and for your efforts with it 
with your bock people. 

Whet I wrote about was Post Borten. You have q' =Veer= of it, meaning that 
I can lay my hands on. Jim Battle: gave me to understand some time ago that the 
ultimate decision on it was negative. 

I believe that I told you in Moan' it was my only spare copy. I have others 
out of op pweesion merely as precautions. 

It is dangerous to handle the master Copy because oorrections can fall off. Thus 
I have ne 28T0288 of the (slightly) edited and oondennetfirst We parts. With the 
lg.* part I can't run the rink of making other xeroxes and, frankly, can't afford it. 

have needed the copy Playboy bee bad for a bait year for a couple of bomb s. 
For about four months I spoke to nobody about it. Once it became clear that Playboy 
beim interest I did make other efforts. in the past month sloes I have needed that 
copy three times. Bach of the three publications that are interested know the offer 
is not exclusive, But I had no copy to give say  one. In two owes mamma came here 
and I Showed a few of the documents. I await 	based on this alone, which is 
one bell of away to try to sell ancillary 

I did phone you three'times. The first two there was no Callback. The third I 
spoke to your assistant and explained the need. 

while I would much prefer not to have to face the conflict, when I have to decide 
between selfish* financial interest and what I regard as higher obligations I have no 
tingle. I do what I think a mac must. In this case it means that because of all that 
is nor going ow and all that I can foxlike I will print this bola myself. I don't 
relish increasing my debt wheal ems 62 and haven* ragtag blooms but I believe I 
must do this. With the or thing* I also mast do I *ant be *Wombs of wheal can 
have Post Borten printed but I have made printing arrangements and with= new emozw. 
tondos I expect to have copies in about tee months. It there are delays I do not 
think it rill stretch to three months. This means that should Playboy  change its mind it will not be able to print totem 	 - - 

Besting the need I peosive means more to me than money. The attention from an.. 
ciliary rights is another matter* Losing that I regret. I also regret apt this long 
delay and total. lack of comeueicatiOn of any kind has foreelosed lere fron 
eines, unless one will °cushier postmpriating rights. 

There remains mesemil newspaper possibilities. At least one of these is comelier-
gni Paring the printer's bill for the :dunes rights. So, I would appreciate it if 
you would nose promptly, get that copy bank. When your assistant premised to send 
it promptly I had expected bar to do this and I had made arrangements for one to 
cone here and read it. 

alibis told me of aflalternatibe project that is being considered. While I'd 
have been happier if Playboy considered both I believe I can be of considerable help 
with it. If Playboy wants this it sill have to be on a different basis. 

r. 



In a bureau:3am like yours there is no way for you to learn of this separately, but seven or eight years ago I wee hek Liked to help an another project. It this one goes through I have is Chicago rightmost in the tends of a trial sees of what I got for Playboy then. flue ease of what I kept on getting. It is all of the quite sophisti-cated stuff of one of the more effective peimmillimagsmge, Their worst papers, a stack maybe three Inches high. 
I was part of an JrnmestigatIbme on this general subject before leasers bout. Themeless. I edited area stook i'mtSP vide on sysieaSes* 
Pew people realise the mope of thrum& I have endertalmato I have completed the remora for three relevant books 	sever write now. In eddition, I have given any one that would be better as a neat-fiction novel. In that form it could make a movie. The black writer to whom I gave this arterial was inemiletely fired. I've lost contact with his. If he War material have disappeared I know how to replace that stuff at arming oats Bereft to be a long article it could still boom a movie. Probably a book, too. 
Thmtwill find that in the not distant future there is going to be more attention to what is the major part of my wait, polittoal aeseasinatiene. The TV nets are now speodiag a factual on it in their out ineffearat, ashomest way. The OBS schedule calls for November showing. I don't knew bow now entirely at» foment teem and crass they have working= this project tut two separate mew have been in touch Atha*. My geese is that they have at least four. Om is combo( here tonight. One has been here. 
With Xing and JP I have done virtually all of the Cada wymk4 To the degree one cad I also owe a 1 those rights. lad Plerbea seoepted any offer it would have had the hbeefit of all this TV att=tion. 
The magnitude of this operation is that each teas has specialists on different pert of the stars. The cares coming tonight is interested lea book I had to lay aside five years sip, the one for which I filed the suit the remelts at which led me to publish Whitermsh IV. About three weeks ago I had to decline a meting with still another part of this part because there was something else hat I had to do than. They'll scams later. 
Despite the mita, se1f»se4Werso and stronger/43141 opposition, the subject has esn&4 fire. Aerprediatad in. Irehrtumr, it has booms very comuercial. 
What will main for after Somber I don't know but I suspect it will be =Oh from my own work alone. 
Ina time there will be a Congressional inveetigaties4 too. Met by the Church *committee, which will, 1 believe, content itself at most with trying to determine if it can recommend one. Post Mortis ought provide the =seer to that question. 
In this /*a trying it be informative, not Irindkativs. I believe such good cow remains for the future. 
Lett as it now is for me, please said no the maim of Post Morten. I still  need it and still have some possibilities with it to give others to read. 

Jim: Under date of 7/14 he sent me the 
copy of WV IV' with a letter less than 
two lines long. Can one but wonder how 
there remains a corporate eye sharp 
enough to see skin? 

Sincerely, 

Berold Washers 



PLAYBOY 

July 14, 1975 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
Route 8 
Frederick, MD 01701 

Dear Harold: 

Sorry I held this so long. I was working on something with our 
book people. But it doesn't look very good. 

Geoffrey Norman 
Articles Editor 

GN/vc 
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